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Hi Steffan,
As discussed here is the first part of the submission in support and requested by Mrs Jane Huuse.
She will email you separately to confirm that this is at her request.
Part 2 will follow shortly,
Kind regards
Mike Vitkovitch
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Glyn Rhonwy Pumped Storage (EN010072)
PINS Reference: 10031993 Mike Vitkovitch
Deadline 5 – Additional Information on behalf of Jane Huuse
Part 1 Q1-Q6 Access Road Alternatives
16th June 2016
FAO.Mr Cowperthwaite
Dear Sir,
Further to the Hearing on 17th May 2016 I provide the following information in support of Jane
Huuse who has raised issue with the use of the proposed improvement of the existing ‘Green Road’
and the number of HGV movements through Waunfawr.
I have been asked to review the Applicant’s options for an access road within from Q1 to Q6 through
the Glyn Rhonwy quarry and the Applicant’s justification for their dismissal.
I have also put forward for your consideration an outline for an alternative to the Applicant’s options
which satisfy the necessary criteria and demonstrate that such a route is totally practical.
I myself am a retired Chartered Civil Engineer with over 42 years experience in tunnelling and
highway design and construction. I also attach my CV separately.
The Alternative Access Route Options
I have reviewed the Option 1 and 2 provided with the Applicants document ‘Snowdonia Pumped
Hydro 16’ and make the following comments.
The Applicant’s designs for both Option 1 and 2, if measured against the scale bar on the drawing
SK008 and SK009, appear to show an access road of 20m width. This has the effect of exaggeration
the effect that these options will have on the environment. It is clearly either incorrect or excessive
as a standard S2 single carriageway constructed to Design Manual for Roads and Bridges TD9/93 is
either 6m or 7.3m wide. A maximum width of 10m would therefore be more than sufficient for this
access road to include for verges or local widening.
The horizontal parameters shown on SK008 and SK009 for each of Options 1 and 2 respectively also
appear to assume that the road would demand a flowing design associated with DMRB practice and
public road speeds. In reality, given the gradients of +10%, the nature of the traffic using it and that
it will not be open to the public, the standards adopted by the Applicant are far too high.
An example of this over design is the minimum radius, though not specifically stated on drawing
SK009 appears to measure 100m on alignment Option 2. This would approximately correspond to a
50kph design speed under DMRB.
For this private construction road, where the speeds of vehicles using a 10% grade are unlikely, or do
not need, to exceed 25kph (15mph), radii as low as 30m would be quite acceptable.
I attach the “FORESTRY COMMISSION ROAD SPECIFICATION WITH REFERENCE TO THE DfT
HIGHWAYS AGENCY DESIGN MANUAL FOR ROADS AND BRIDGES (DMRB) AND
MANUAL OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS FOR HIGHWAY WORKS (MCHW)” as an example of lower
design criteria.

This document is far more appropriate a Standard to be used for the alignment of this type of this
access road, though a tarmac surface would be used for an access road at Glyn Rhonwy. The design
width at corners would also increase in line with this specification recognising the need for HGVs to
have a clear swept path in accordance with the Forestry Specification below.

I include below a photo-drawing titled “Dinorwic PSS Upper Access Road to Marchlyn’ illustrating
that for the construction and maintenance of the Dinorwic PSS Upper Access Roads, corner radii as
low as 30m were adopted for construction traffic.
Similarly with regard to the access road leading to the Surge Pond, gradients of over 12% were
utilised through the slate tips.

Furthermore the public road immediately west of Deiniolen, that was constructed for the dam
construction traffic and leads up to the Marchlyn Upper Access Roads, is at a 13% grade for a 500m
length.
Although having producing a document entitled ‘CefnDdu road EN010072-001038-Snowdonia
Pumped Hydro Limited 25’ it is very noticeable that these highway improvement design documents
do not to include a long section of the proposed improvement. However it is apparent from even the
basic information available, such as Google Earth and OS Map contours that the Cefn Ddu ‘Green
Road’, the Applicant’s own choice of access road to Q1, has localised gradients in excess of 20%.
From the cattle grid (230mAOD) to the 300m contour the average grade is 11% over the 650m
length.
Referring back to ‘Snowdonia Pumped Hydro 16’ I make the following observations:
Neither of the Applicant’s two design designs for both Option 1 and 2 take any account of the
topography of the area in positioning the line, and fail to take the opportunity of following the side
of the hillside to reduce the gradient albeit the expense of a 50kph horizontal alignment.
In response to the Inspector’s question the Applicant stated that the provision of an access road
between the quarries was prohibited only by the historic landscape features of the area. However
no alignment option attempting to avoid these features was ever put forward or considered by the
Applicant, or it transpires even discussed with GAPS.

I therefore have prepared a photo-drawing of an alternative route that is based on corner radii of
around 30metres, a gradient of less than 13%, which also avoids all the Historic Landscape features.
This alignment has been created without the benefit of a full topographical survey or impressive 3D
alignment software available to the Applicant and derives its alignment by following the grade line
along the hillside. With further work the gradient can be further reduced and the alignment
improved without further compromising the historic landscape or features. The length of the
alignment shown is approximately 1.8km and requires only nominal cut and fill as it designed to
follow the ground profile so closely. It is highly unlikely that the construction of this road will exceed
the costs of reconstructing 2.5km of the Green Road to DMRB standards as the specification
standards will be considerably lower and the length much shorter.
There are several other significant advantages to the construction of a quarry access road.
There will be a considerable number of supply, monitoring, security and other cables and services
connecting the Q1 facility to the Turbine House. Manholes and ducting (which have for some reason
not been shown in the Application) cannot be installed in the Penstock tunnel. However these could
be constructed within an access road verge.
The ‘in quarry’ route will reduce significantly the need for a disproportionate number of HGVs to
pass through the village of Waunfawr. However in my discussions with the Archaeological Senior
Planning Officer it transpires that no consultation or ASIDHOL has been prepared for the Cefn Ddu
improvements.
On 14th June 2016, I met with the Senior Archaeological Planning Officer, Ashley Batten to discuss
the possibility of a route for an access road “between Q1 and Q6 avoiding archaeological features.
The photo-drawing of the route below was tabled for discussion.

The following conclusions were reached in the meeting:

1) GAPS were unaware of the intentions of SPH to improve the ‘Green Road’ within HLCA 45.
Such a landscape change should be considered within the ASIDHOL.
2) The route proposed by MV may be acceptable as it appeared to avoid the archaeological
features in HLCA 6 through which it was routed. However, such a landscape change would
need to be considered within the ASIDHOL to establish the impact of such a route on the
historic landscape. An archaeological walkover survey of the route would also be required
but the proposal might be acceptable if the impact of construction were minimal (i.e. not a
heavily engineered road) and if robust mitigation and reinstatement works were proposed.
The Snowdonia National Park have already indicated that they have no concerns regarding the
proposed works. The SNPA response was quoted word for word in Jane Huuse’s Deadline 4
submission under query 3.
“A joint letter was drafted between the residents group and the WCC and was sent to the
Park Authority at the end of last week querying their opinion on the proposed access route. I
duly received an email from Gareth Lloyd on behalf of the Park Authorities stating:
“I cannot recall any specific discussions regarding any preferred access routes to the
proposed development. From the SNPA’s point of view it would make more sense if the site
was accessed from the north rather from the south through the National Park”.
“The National Park Authority is not a Highways Authority and has no view on the merits of
the proposed access. The re-evaluation of the route is a matter for SPH, Gwynedd Council
and the ExA”.”
I have also met with the landowner Mr.Alwyn Morris of Merddyn, Ceunant who owns the fields in
the upper section of the proposed access road and he has no objections in principle to a proposal for
the road across his land. As a resident of Waunfawr he too is keen to see HGV’s avoiding the village.
Conclusion
The Applicant’s assessment of alternative routes to access Q1 has been carried out to standards that
are not necessary for the work required of them but are conveniently comparable with the effect of
the unacceptable ‘open cut’ penstock option.
There are possible alternative routes for accessing Q1 keeping to the south of the penstock line and
achieving a suitable geometry that may be designed in such a way as to satisfy any issues of the
Historic Landscape. The Applicant has failed to explore these opportunities to construct an access
road between Q1 and the Clegir Road. He has used inappropriate standards, alignments and used
the now abandoned Penstock ‘open cut’ criteria to reject the possibility of such a solution.
Assessment on this basis is inappropriate and a practical alternative route can exist that does not
necessarily create significant changes to the Historic Landscape and the Environment. It is in keeping
with the standards necessary for the construction works in Glyn Rhonwy and is typical of the
standards used on the Dinorwig Upper Access Roads and even the ‘Green Road’ proposal.
It also avoids the need for large numbers of HGVs to pass through Waunfawr.
This alternative should be developed and adopted instead of improving and changing the entire
character of the ‘Green Road’.
Yours Faithfully,
Michael Vitkovitch

FORESTRY COMMISSION ROAD SPECIFICATION WITH REFERENCE TO THE DfT
HIGHWAYS AGENCY DESIGN MANUAL FOR ROADS AND BRIDGES (DMRB) AND
MANUAL OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS FOR HIGHWAY WORKS (MCHW)
This specification is the standard for forest roads built by outside parties on FC land. Any
reduction in this standard is to have the FC Engineer’s written approval before construction
starts. Road survey and design should also have taken place before felling takes place.
Design speed

25 km/h.

Design loading

Full C&U (currently 44 tonnes).

Road Width

3.4 m running width (+/- 200 mm) - widened on inside of bends
to suit radius (see table page 3).

Road alignment

Roads shall fit into the landscape and be constructed to a uniform
horizontal and longitudinal profile. They shall avoid unstable
ground and any features that require preserving.

Felled width

25 m average recommended.

Max gradient

<8% in general to be preferred, but gradients up to 10%
acceptable. Small lengths (<200m) up to 12.5% may be
permitted provided that they are contained within an overall
gradient of 10%. For restrictions on gradient on bends, see table.

Min gradient

2% except over short sections on crests and sags. (This is an
important requirement.)

Passing places

20m long and at least 3m wide with 10m splays. Spaced to be
inter-visible with a maximum spacing to be agreed.

Bridge approaches

Minimum approach straight is 20m.

Turning places

Turning “T’s” to be 26m in overall length (i.e. from far edge of
road to end of ‘T’), 4m wide with 11m radii.

Harvesting
facilities

Ramps and stacking areas supplied as required. For guidance:
ramps provided every 40m; stacking areas 30m by 3m provided
every 200m. Surfaced where there is a risk of erosion.

Earthworks

Earthworks will be undertaken in accordance with Clauses 601 &
602 of the MCHW. Unsuitable materials to be stripped and
removed. The formation shall be shaped to keep it free of
standing water. Minimise disturbance of peaty soils to retain the
stored carbon.

Cuttings

Cutting slopes must be stable and free of overhangs and loose
rock. The maximum slope to be 30% for slopes up to 2m high.
For slopes more than 2 m high, the maximum slope to be 1 in 2
(50%) for fine grained soils, 1 in 1½ (67%) for other soils, and 1
in 1 for rock slopes.

Embankments

Unless agreed beforehand, the fill material to be free draining and
non-cohesive, placed in layers and effectively compacted in
accordance with Clause 612 of the MCHW. Slopes as for cuttings.
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Roadside drains &
ditches

A roadside ditch shall be provided on the uphill side of a road and
on both sides where the road formation is at or below the
adjacent ground. Drains shall have a depth of not less than
150 mm below the formation edge and a longitudinal gradient of
not less than 2%. Ditches and drains shall not lead directly into
watercourses. Filters will be provided in and adjacent to the drains
and culverts to avoid pollution and sedimentation of watercourses.
Drains can help in temporary storage of flood water.

Culverts

All pipes shall be to Clause 501 of the MCHW - excavated in
accordance with Clause 502; bedded, laid and surrounded in
accordance with Clause 503; and backfilled in accordance with
Clause 505. Laid in natural ground or in bed of original
watercourse where applicable. Aim for bed continuum, for flora
and fauna. Minimum size 300 mm although 450 mm preferred.
Inlets to be provided with erosion protection. Outfalls should be
so constructed as to eliminate possible erosion.
Ditch relief culverts should be spaced as required with a maximum
spacing of 200m. Where appropriate, culverts to be designed for 1
in 50 year storm. Where the diameter is greater than 1.2 m, the
culvert to be designed for 1 in 100 year storm. Bridges are
preferred, including for flora and fauna riparian zones.

Geosynthetics

Used as necessary over silty clay and peat formations.

Road construction

Capping layer of durable rock or road base to Clause 613 of
MCHW to improve subgrade CBR to a minimum of 5%.
Road metal Granular Sub-base Type 1 to Clause 803 and laid in
accordance with Clause 801 of MCHW. Material for the running
surface shall have a minimum Magnesium Sulphate Soundness
Value of 85. Principal or arterial forest roads shall have a
minimum compacted surfacing thickness of 100mm of hard
wearing well bound continuously graded aggregate

Road metal
thickness

Subgrade
5% CBR
7% CBR
10% CBR
>10% CBR

Cross slope
(camber or
crossfall)
Water Guidelines

The surface shall be cambered with 5% falls from the crown, or
with a 5% crossfall sloping inwards on steep side slopes.

Min. Road Construction Depth
450 mm
325 mm
250 mm
To be agreed by FC Engineer, but 100
mm minimum.

UKFS Guidelines on Forests and Water (FC)
Account must also be taken of any requirements of EA/SEPA.

Fuel spillage

A written procedure to be in place prior to work start.

Signs

The site to be adequately signed.

Blasting

Excavation of rock by blasting shall only be undertaken by
suitably qualified personnel appointed in writing.

Quarrying

The method of working (and re-instatement where applicable) of
borrow pits and quarries must be in accordance with the Quarries
Regulations 1999, and approved by the Forestry Commission.
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HORIZONTAL BEND RECOMMENDED WIDTHS AND GRADIENTS
Outside
Radius

Minimum Widths
For
Maximum Angle
of Deflection ( o )

Transition
Straight
Length

Maximum
Gradient on
Outside
Radius

m

%

20
20
25
30
30
40
40

10
8
7
6.5
5
4.5
4
3

15
45
90
180
Running surface width
m
m
m
m

m
90
60
45
30*
25
20
15
10**
*
**

3.8
4.0
4.0
4.0

3.8
4.0
4.2
4.7
4.8
5.0

3.8
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.1
5.6
6.3
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5.9
7.0
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Lip to be rounded
3.4 m
carriageway varies

Brash can be placed at the bottom
of the slope for short-term stability
or as a safety barrier.

Do not obstruct harvesting routes.

Excavated material to be side cast
away from the cutting, landscaped,
used in construction or carted away.

250 mm camber over half
formation width.

As far as possible, formation to
be on undisturbed suitable material.

varies

Cross Fall up to 20 Degrees

'Carriageway' means running surface width.
There should be sufficient 'structural' width
to ensure adequate lateral support to the
carriageway.

Side slopes must be cut to a safe angle.
Small ledges on cut will assist
vegetation growth.

Cut - off ditch
if required

2m minimum

75mm minimum camber
over half width.

25 m minimum preferred

Typical Road Cross - Sectional Details

EXAMPLE CROSS SECTION

SUMMARY OF CAREER OF Michael Vitkovitch
Retired Chartered Civil Engineer Age 63
QUALIFICATIONS
BSc Civil Engineering Manchester 1974
Member of Institution of Civil Engineers 1979
EXPERIENCE
1974 to 1980 James Williamson and Partners, Dinorwic Pumped Storage Scheme
Project Engineer – Deiniolen to Marchlyn and Surge Pond Access
Road construction and supervision
Section Engineer - Afon y Bala – Nant Peris Diversion Tunnel and
Outfall Structure Construction Supervision including daily Blast
Vibration monitoring at Dolbadarn Castle and adjacent residences.
Section Engineer –Busbar galleries and Transformer Hall
construction and supervision
1980 to 1982 Gwynedd CC

Project Engineer – County and Trunk Road design

1982 -1984 WS Atkins

Highway construction supervision -Sirte- Waddan Highway, Libya

1984- 1985 Allott and Lomax Resident Engineer - Holywell Inner Ring Road
1986 – 1989 Travers Morgan

Deputy R E - A55 Penmaenbach Tunnel and roadworks

1989 – 1994 Travers Morgan

Deputy R E - A55 Pen y Clip Tunnel

1994 to 1995 Mouchel

Resident Engineer A487 Pont Seiont Bridge, Caernarfon

1996-2001 Cammell Laird PLC Civils Project Director, Birkenhead
2002-2005 Gifford Consulting Designer’s Representative –A494 Drome Corner, Queensferry
2005-2010 Welsh Government Project Engineer on Trunk Road improvements, covering all design,
Orders, contract and construction elements of A5 Pont Rug, A470
Pen Loyn to Tan Lan, A470 Gelligemlyn, A470 Maes y Helmau to
Cross Foxes (excluding construction)
2011-2015 Cammell Laird Shiprepairers and Shipbuilders Ltd , Civils Project Director, Birkenhead

